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The thesis focuses on an optimal solution of multi-agent path finding problem using conflict-based 

searching technique and boolean satisfiability reduction. The thesis presents definition of the 

problem, related background and introduction to used optimal solving methods. The extension of the 

problem towards dynamic instances of the problem and capacity of the graph edges is introduced and 

an experimental study on real robots is presented. 

The thesis is well written and the quality of the text is adequate. However, it would be better to clearly 

state individual dissertation goals in the beginning and argue their fulfilling in the conclusion of the 

thesis. Nevertheless, the candidate scientific contribution is clearly presented and provides a 

contribution to the research problem of multi-agent path finding. The problem itself is very relevant 

with the increasing autonomy of vehicles and mobile robots utilization in everyday life with great 

potential impact in the near future.  

The first part of the thesis presents a formal problem definition and model to solve the problem as 

both conflict-based technique and reduction-based algorithm. The thesis contribution is based on the 

experimental evaluation of the two approaches and a new combined hybrid algorithm on a set of 

instances. Hybrid approach clearly dominates the individual solvers and provides the sound approach 

supporting scalability of the solvers for the multi-agent pathfinding problems. The extensions of the 

approach are sometimes straightforward (like independence injection) but well formalized and 

analyzed.  

Chapter 4.1 presents the online problem variant and discusses the applicability of the optimal solving 

methods. The baseline algorithm is very similar to first-come first-serve approach and author provides 

limited comparison into state-of-the-art approaches to solve similar online problems. Presented 

techniques based on replan-all strategies seems to tend to prefer local optima. The thesis contribution 

to solving online path finding problem is limited, however the extension of the optimal approach 

presented in previous chapter to tackle this problem is solid, together with validation and proper 

experimental evaluation. 

Chapter 4.2 presents an extension towards multi-agent path planning on weighted and capacited 

edges. This concludes an incremental problem evolution from offline and online variants towards 

more realistic problem models. The applicability and scalability of the solvers is evaluated on a series 

of experiments. 

Chapter 5 introduces real-world experiments on Ozobot Evo robots. The robot is a simple toy robot 

with a satisfactory level of non-reliable plan execution. This setting provides a good environment for 

validation of proposed models to capture physical limitations into the planning graph. The presented 

models address the physical limitations and environment uncertainty well, but they are still limited by 

the “open loop” nature of the approach. Unfortunately, the extension towards online planning with 

execution uncertainty is not discussed in the thesis even so the basis for online algorithms are given 

in the previous chapters. On the other hand, the extensive study on real robots provides a good basis 



of the validation framework with high potential of wide future impact. The thesis is concluded by the 

discussion of achievements and future work proposal. 

Although the optimal solvers for multi-agent path-planning problem are far from practical utilization 

in robotic applications, the thesis bridges some gap and address selected issues by systematic analysis 

of applicability and experimental validation. The strong point of the thesis is extensive experimental 

study provided for all proposed problem models and algorithmic extensions, including the 

experiments on Ozobot robots.  

The weak point of the thesis is limited discussion and comparison with non-optimal solution 

approaches and approaches used in multi-robot path planning. It should be beneficial to include the 

experimental comparison of presented approach with e.g. search based techniques, decentralized 

approaches, or other algorithms used in robotics.  

 

I would like to state following questions for the defense: 

1. Def. 4 – Is it necessary to define the edge conflict? Is there any impact of edge conflict if the 

vertex conflict is considered (or eliminated)?  

2. Is it possible to define vertex and swapping conflict only (it seems the others has no impact 

on the rest of the thesis)? 

 

Based on the above, I can conclude that the thesis of Mgr. Jiří Švancara fulfils conditions of a 

standalone research work and contains original research results published by the author of this thesis. 

The list of the publications is extensive with 5 publications as the main author. I do recommend the 

dissertation for the defense. 
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